1993

Topic: Origin, History, Power
Director: Charles E. Scott

Courses
Rudolf Bernet The Power of Origin versus the Power of History
David Wood Derrida: Origins, Promises, Responsibilities
Rudi Visker “Before” the History of Power: Introducing Foucault to Phenomenology
Robert Bernasconi Heidegger and the History of the Greek Origins of Philosophy

Lectures
Tom Nenon Interests, Tendencies, Habitualities: Husserl on the Prepredicative Origins of Knowledge and Action
John Sallis The Question of Origin
Michael Naas Receiving the Tradition
Michael Newman Derrida’s Memoires d’aveugle
Guido Berns On Money
Beatrice Han Foucault’s History of the West: From the “Techniques of Truth” to the “Technologies of Truth”

Charles Shepherdson History and the Real: History, Theory, and Fiction
Ladelle McWhorter Happy Limbo: Origin and Power in Herculine Barbin
Will McNeill Foucault and Heidegger: Discourse and Power
Fabio Ciaramelli The Loss of Origin and the Question of Unheimlichkeit

Paul van Tongeren Nietzsche’s Transfiguration of History
Ben Vedder Dilthey’s Concept of Historicality and Its Influence in Being and Time

Jacob Rogozinski Deconstructing the Law: Originary Ethics and the History of Being

Text Seminar Leaders
Thomas Baumeister, Tom Nenon, Ashraf Noor, Dennis Schmidt, Walter Brogan, Michael Clifford, Simon Critchley, Paul Davies, Paola Marrati, Bernard Flynn, David Gruber, Michael Karskens, Charles Scott, Jim Faulconer, William Franke, Susan Schoenbohm